The GRE® Preparation course will have 11 meeting sessions:

**DATES:**
December 22, 2010 (pre-test: N119)
January 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 17, 18, 19, 24, 2012

**TIME:** 4:00-6:30PM

**PLACE:** Midway 308

This course is free for City Tech students. Students must commit to attending all 11 sessions. Seats are limited to ten students.

For more information please contact:
Prof. AE Dreyfuss: adreyfuss@citytech.cuny.edu
Prof. Janet Liou-Mark: jliou-mark@citytech.cuny.edu

*Sponsored by the Black Male Initiative, NSF STEP Grant #0622493, MAA Tensor Women and Mathematics Grant and the Honors Scholars Program*